ELANE Postage Model B
CHIP CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS
Note:
1. Please use the enclosed DATA CHIP to update your scale with the latest
postal rates.
2. Our warranty of your scale and new data chip is void if replacement of chip
is done without the wooden chip change tool enclosed or if the chip is forced
inside with the incorrect orientation.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Unplug the adapter from the mains. Open the DATA CHIP Compartment
cover.
2. Use the supplied WOODEN STICK to extract the old chip from its socket.
DO NOT remove the screws beside the Socket in the case. Discard the OLD
DATA CHIP.
4. When the CHIP is sitting smoothly on top of the socket with each pin
inside the corresponding hole, press NEW DATA CHIP with your two thumbs
until it fits snugly into the Socket and replace the DATA CHIP COVER.

SOFTWARE COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE CONDITIONS

3. Align the NEW DATA CHIP on top of the chip carrier, so that the chip pins
coincide with the corresponding holes in the DATA CHIP Socket. Take care
of the orientation of the Data chip and the Socket, the marked end of
the Data chip should be towards the marked end of the Socket.

Please read this agreement carefully before using the program. By using the new ELANE
datachip, you agree to abide by these terms and applicable copyright laws. If you do not agree,
promptly notify the provider of the program and request a refund of the amount you paid.
The program is owned by ELANE ELECTRONICS (AUSTRALIA) Pty. Ltd. and is licensed to the
purchaser of the program, not sold.
ELANE grants the purchaser the nonexclusive license for the program.
LICENSE:
Under this license you may use the program on one unit PS3000 and may transfer all of your
license rights to another party in case of sale or transfer of the complete PS3000 unit.
You may not:
1.) use, copy, merge, or transfer the program except as provided in this agreement.
2.) reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the program
3.) sublicense, rent or lease the program
Limitation of Liability:
ELANE will not be liable for any lost profits, lost savings, incidental, special or indirect damages
or other economic consequential damages during the use of the ELANE products.

